MIAMI UNIVERSITY ANNOUNCES
THE 8th ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE CLASSICS CONFERENCE
FEBRUARY 6 and 7, 2009
FEATURING KEYNOTE PRESENTER:
DAVID MANKIN, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

Deadline for Abstract Submissions: November 17, 2008

Submissions should include:
Name, Institution, Contact Information, Title of Paper, and Audio/Visual Requirements for Presentation

Students selected to present at the conference will be notified by December 1, 2008

Presentations should be no longer than fifteen minutes in length. Presenters are expected to remain at Miami for the duration of the conference.

Because the conference is earlier than in previous years, the deadline for abstract submission was made earlier as well. We apologize for the short notice.

Please send questions and abstracts electronically to:
MaysLM@muohio.edu or TorlonZM@muohio.edu

Once accepted, papers must be submitted by January 1, 2009 in order to be considered for prize judgment.

Housing can be arranged for presenters. Information regarding housing and meals will be provided with notification of acceptance.